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I have a long list of people to thank for transforming the idea of a Peace 

Garden into a reality. And a real transformation has taken place. Many of you 

will recall that this area of the playground started life as a greenhouse for the 

nuns who occupied the convent adjacent to the playground. Over a long period 

of time the structure fell into disrepair and had started to look rather tired 

attracting a fair amount of litter and debris. The children had worked away at 

pulling up the floor tiles and the rest of the seating areas were used as a 

climbing frame.   

Someone had the idea of transforming the area and that this part of the school 

could serve as a lasting tribute to Angela. The PTA got hold of the idea and 

embraced  it. One of our parents, Bea Ray, a professional Garden Designer, 

drew up the plans and then, over the course of the last few months families 

would appear to plant, paint and construct what you see today. I’d like to 

thank the Rays, Kucans, Azzopardi, Stevens, Richards, Ianucci, Thanassoulis and 

Mc Donagh families. Also thanks to Ruth McDonagh’s husband, Martin whose 

building firm FDL fixed the flooring and prevented any further “salvage”work 

by the children. 

At school, Mrs Kempton became the main point of contact in terms of linking 

with the PTA and project managing the children’s artwork. A mural was 

discussed, then the possibility of something ceramic before the idea of each 

individual child creating their own painted tile was agreed on. The idea was 

that every child would paint an angel with the youngest children painting a 

flower. Somehow these images just seem a fitting motif for Angela.  

Next, Mrs Kempton got in contact with the shop ‘Unique Creations’ in 

Summertown to provide the tiles,paint and more importantly have the whole 

lot fired in their kilns.  

Our resident artists Mrs Frith-Powell and Mrs Arniel helped guide the children 

with their painting and colour choices and did the difficult job of arranging and 

fixing the tiles to the panel. Mrs Kempton’s husband Jim, helped with sorting 

out all the last minute ‘snags’ and ensured that the finished mural was weather 

proof. It’s wonderful to think that every single child in the school will have 

contributed their own unique piece of artwork to this lasting memorial. We’ve 

talked to the children about this and about the importance of remembering. 
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I believe the ‘Peace Garden’ will serve as a fitting and lasting tribute to Angela 

a place where we can take the children to pray, to listen and to remember. 

  

 


